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Abstract:
Signs of all types, sizes, shapes, materials, and colors are the way merchants communicate what
products and services they offer. Signs are tools for businesses that still exist. They also are images of
businesses that faded or of merchants who once were there. Old signs make for a 3-D history of a town’s
commercial activities, recreational offerings, professional services, and merchants’ names. They show
the honesty, relate the sincerity, and exhibit the ingenuity of the merchants’ wares and ways. Sometimes,
they expose raw flaws. Misspellings, bygone goods and services, words and phrases now with new
meanings make for an interesting read.
Many times these signs can be retained so that this heritage becomes part of the tourism focus. These
signs represent the rhythm of the everyday routine, the toils of the merchant, the sweat of the blue collar
worker, the talents of the businesswoman. They are a part of our Americana in our small towns, historic
urban commercial areas, and old neighborhoods.
This presentation will include a random collection of signs found along Oklahoma’s Main Streets.
Examples include communities that saved their historic ghost signs as well as places that had no sign
heritage left, but through incentives, created new, memorable signage.

